We present a detailed study of the methods of summation based on Borel transformation and conformal mapping, which we have used to calculate critical exponents of the n-vector model through field theoretical methods. In particular we discuss the sensitivity of the results to various changes in the summation procedure.
I. INTRODUCTION
We want, in this article, to explain in some detail how we have calculated, using field theoretical methods, the values of the critical exponents of ferromagnetic systems given in a previous publication ' and to discuss thoroughly the sensitivity of the results to various changes in the summation procedure.
We shall remind the reader of the theoretical basis of this calculation. The long-distance properties of this field theory can then be studied through renormalization-group methods. The one-particle irreducible correlation functions I'L~)(q;;p, ) satisfy the renormalizationgroup equation '. »(xq+p)('" '(qp)=f ' ""' "*' u sy(e'(y) ('(y ) 
The power-law behavior of correlation functions at the critical point is governed by the infrared zero g' of the renormalization-group function W( g) and the values q( g') and v( g'). The infrared zero g' of W( g) is defined by y and v are the critical exponents which govern the behavior near the critical temperature T, of the magnetic susceptibility X and of the correlation length (, respectively, such that w(g') =0, W'(g') )0
The critical exponents then are given by q = rt( g'), v = v( g') y = v(2 -q), P= -, ' v(d -2 q+) o)= W'( g')
The exponent q gives the large-distance behavior at 
II. RESUMMATION OF ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
A. The problem Let A ( g) be some function analytic in a neighborhood of the origin in an angle me, which for convenience we shall assume to be centered on the positive real axis. In this angle it admits an asymptotic expansion A(g) = jl e '8(gra)dt, The first problem which arises is to decide to which function we should apply the summation method, for instance, A (g), A '(g) . Although the results should be the same, at finite order differences will appear. As a general rule, it appears that the function for which the series most rapidly reaches its asymptotic regime in K gives the best convergence.
Another question is the following. Let us define a shift of order K of the original series by (44) B. Choice of the parameter b
To explain the role of the parameter b we shall use a more precise form of the large-order behavior of the A~'s where we apply our resummation method to the function A&»)( g).
Of course, if we have only a finite number of coefficients of the series we cannot take K too large. On the other hand, A ( g) itself is not necessarily the best choice, as we shall see later. A reason can be found to explain this fact:
The Borel transform of A&»)( g) behaves for g large as Bb( g)/g . After mapping, the singularity of Bb( g) at g =~i s transformed in a singularity in u at u =1. It is certainly useful to adjust K so that the singularity of Bb(g(u) )/g" at u =I becomes as weak as possible.
An alternative way of producing the same effect' is to expand, in powers of u, Bb(g(u) )(1 -u) . It is easy to verify that for n = 2 K, the two methods are identical when the order in the expansion in powers of u is larger than, or equal to 2 K. For orders smaller than 2 K the method with shifting is in general better. On the other hand, the second method allows one to compensate more precisely the possible singularity of Bb( g (u) ) and to go up to higher values of u for which in the shifting method there would be no terms left. Up to now we have not used the constant c which normalizes the large-order behavior of A~. One can imagine various ways of doing it. One procedure which we shall use is the following: We shall subtract from the function A, ( g) a known function C( g) which has the same large-order behavior as A ( g). We shali write (49) and apply our summation method to the series (A» -c»). If we want our method to be reasonably efficient, we must choose a function which already at low orders has coefficients e~close to A~. An empirical choice which seems to give good results is The function D( g) and calculate the others series y( g), t ( g) . for g = g'. As a result the final errors on the exponents will be the sum of the error of the series of the ex- 
where we apply all our methods to the last term up to the known order of BK.
It is possible now to calculate g' as a power series in~' , and to substitute this series in the exponents.
Cumulation of error is therefore avoided, at the price of having series with more complicated structures.
We have then applied systematically all the methods explained above to these~' series for @q and
. Fit of the coefficients As a final result we shall give numbers with error bars which show in what range we believe, after these calculations, the result should lie. As we have no mathematical bound on the errors, the error bars are somewhat subjective. As an ultimate check, we have fitted the known series coefficients in various ways using explicitly the large-order behavior. In this way we have obtained predictions for the coefficients we do not know yet. We have incorporated them in our analysis and checked that the limit of this longer series was lying in the range we predicted. The additional information we have made use here is the smoothness of the coefficients AK in K.
E. Remarks
The systematic use of all these variations of the same method has had two opposite effects. On one hand, it has helped us find the most efficient methods to sum our series and so decrease the uncertainty over the final results. On the other hand, we have found in this way a large number of plausible results, and this has increased the uncertainty over the results, but at the same time it has, we hope, delivered us from obvious biases due to the overly special structure of one of these methods. 
(1 -u) '~2 Bb(g(u))- ,~( 62)
As b has increased by one unit, the large-E behavior of I~( g) has increased by a factor K' ', so the expansion converges more rapidly for b = -, by a factor K '/6. In general, increasing b by one unit decreases the contribution of the singularity at u = -1 by a factor g
Now to decrease the strength of the singularity at u =1, we can shift A ( g)
the dominant singularity is at u = 1, and the Uq-behave like the only singularities of the Borel transform B(g(u)) are power-law singularities located at u = +l. In general other singularities will be present on the circlẽ u~= I, which we shall not be able to modify, so that the efficiency of this method will be more limited.
The numerical investigations confirm this theoreti cal analysis.
B. Anharmonic oscillator
We have applied our methods to the ground-state energy F(g) of the anharmonic oscillator ((t)t field theory It has been argued in Ref. 20, using In a third step we have used these series to find empirical criteria to estimate the error made in trunries. We have looked for criteria such that the error would be overestimated and this or a The exponent cu which characterizes the leading correction to the scaling laws has not yet been identified. A possible candidate is 1.
Unfortunately, for technical reasons, the series in g are rather short: g(g), u(g), y(g), co(g) are only known up toorder g'and W(g) uptoorder g~. In addition, as one can expect from the e expansion, the critical coupling is larger, so that the convergence is slow compared for instance to d =3, As a result, this very interesting comparison is not completely conclusive. Our estimates are given in Table I Table II. which is somewhat far from the Ising value.
The estimates for the critical coupling constant g' are also higher than the value given by the hightemperature series, but the errors are so large that this difference is probably not significant. In such a confusing situation, it~ould be extrerne-A. Detailed discussion of the case n =1
We have again calculated first the zero g' of W( g), and then the various critical exponents separately y, v, P, q ', q, eo, the relations between these exponents being a check of the method. We have also calculated these exponents directly through the pseudo-~expansion.
We give Figs. 6 to 18 as examples of only some of the numerous results obtained from the various methods discussed previously. (b =9.5) and x, method using the asymptotic constant c, shift of order 1 (b -6). Vertical bar ', , represents the final estimate.
Coupling constant g
Let us first discuss the determination of g', some typical behavior being given in Fig. 6 . As for the anharmonic oscillator (and for $t field theory), we have here both oscillatory and monotonic sequences as function of the order L of the perturbation series.
The criteria used to estimate the result have been explained in Sec. IVB.
Notice that the structure of the sequences of the "best" b's (see Sec. II1B) is not always smooth and regular. In fact, in determining these best b's, we have used all the information on the series. We have then to order 6 of 8'( g)lg an optimal estimate of g', Use of the constant c multiplying the large-order term gives here better monotonic behavior than for the normal method without c. Ho~ever, this is not general and depends on the specific series.
Variation of the parameter a (and shifts of the series) shows an optimal convergence around tx =2
(shift of order 1) for g". In this way, we have found that even a calculation which would not be very accurate of the eighth order of the series for 1V( g) would improve the determination of g'.
Another check of our results is obtained, as shown in again the same structures as discussed above.
As mentioned for the anharmonic oscillator, we also use in general as a criterion the variation of the results as a function of b at each order of the series.
As the exact result does not depend on the parameter b, the best convergence is in general associated with the weakest variation in b. Figures 9, 10 posite phases for the normal method and for the method using the constant e of the large order. This is useful to estimate the higher and lower limit of the final error bar on the result.
Let us also mention that we have obtained here better results for the series of v '( g) One sees that, when n increases, the accuracy in the determination of g' improves surprisingly (see Fig. 7 ), while in the case of the critical exponents it deteriorates, as expected from the study of large orders.
The critical exponents given in Table III The new Borel transform probably now has a power-law behavior, which can be handled with the parameter a defined in Sec. III A.
We give in Table V Table VI , we see the following situation: (i) At first sight, the results appear to be quite similar, (ii) nevertheless, significant discrepancies, mainly with high-temperature results, appear, apparently" incompatible with quoted errors.
The situation is therefore at present somewhat confusing, " and it does not seem possible yet to draw definitive conclusions from numerical calculations about the identity of lattice models and continuous field theory. May be more terms both in hightemperature series expansions and in @4 field theory would lead to more accurate results so that we could see if the differences become more or less significant. 
